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LHC has logged large
quantities of data, with much
more to come in the
High-Lumi. era








SM predictions have been very
successful
as accumulated statistics grow,
systematics limitations in BSM
searches, SM tests will become
more acute

improved discovery potential at
HL-LHC requires reduction of
PDF and theory uncertainties
negotiating the large amount
of data from HL-LHC will
require theory improvements,
computation, and additional
experiments

(we are here)
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many standard-candle measurements at colliders are PDF-limited
→ this extends to, e.g.,
→ the PDF uncertainties are NOT another ‘theory uncertainty’
ATLAS, 1701.07240

for example:

→ rather, they are fundamental gaps in empirical knowledge
→ frontier efforts at the HL-LHC, LBNF aim for (sub)percent precision
→ this CANNOT be achieved without systematically dealing
with these uncertainties.
→ requires joint effort among fitters, phenomenologists, expts.
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CT18 global PDF analysis
→ CT analyses strongly focus on HEP-pheno implications of PDFs
CT18 main analysis → arxiv:1912.10053.



have developed fast methods to guide global fits toward highest-impact
data & calculations

[here, Hessian profiling with (I) ePump and (II) PDFSense]

→ applicable to future-expt pseudodata to supplement fitting
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precision for many EW
observables partly limited by
competing experimental pulls
in PDF global fits
→ precise DIS data desirable!
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Unraveling PDFs’ flavor dependence is challenging; high-precision
& multiple channels needed!
note PDFs’ different orders-of-mag.!
NC DIS: sensitivity to d-type
quarks ¼ that of u-type

CC DIS: lower accuracy (1/10 lumi.)
high x (>0.1) inclusive DIS
→ u-quark dominates
→ d-quark ½ of u, but harder to
access in NC DIS (above)
→

few percent of u

…1% error on u → 50-100% error
on
→ for x~0.1,

Figure: S. Dulat

next-gen DIS colliders will be ideal
for these measurements
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the EIC will be a precision QCD machine
see, e.g.: Accardi et al., EPJ A52 (2016) 9, 268.


CD-0 and site-selection (BNL): Jan. 2020; Yellow-Report Initiative now in progress
BNL concept, eRHIC

→ add electron source, storage ring to
existing heavy-ion collider complex (RHIC)

→ Hadrons up to 275 GeV
→ Electrons up to 18 GeV



high-luminosity DIS measurements in the quark-hadron transition region



comprehensive tomography program (mapping PDFs and TMDs, GPDs, …)



strong beam polarization (~70%, electrons/light ions); eA for heavy species avail.



detectors under development for jet & heavy-quark physics
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we have a dedicated effort to explore PDF impacts of the EIC
… to optimize physics output of the ultimate machine design
Collaborators and consultants
Pavel Nadolsky
Fred Olness
Bo-Ting Wang

Southern Methodist

Sayipjamal Dulat

Xinjiang Univ.

C.-P. Yuan

Michigan State



the goal: use recentlydeveloped tools for PDF
global analyses to examine
the PDF pulls of EIC
pseudodata
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needed for machine-design activities: quick, unambiguous PDF impact metrics
→ these can be incorporated into the impact-study workflow:
●

iteratively, machine/detector design → simulation → physics

→ HEP-pheno implications are a key consideration in this process!
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high-energy EIC pseudodata
reach in center-of-mass energy,



→ luminosities 2-3 decades greater than at HERA
→á

la HERA, the combination of precision & kinematic
coverage provide constraining ‘lever arm’ on QCD evolution

→ QCD evolution: (high x, low Q) ↔    ( (low x, high Q)

as a generic scenario, we consider here the simulated impact of a
machine with:



~year of data-taking

NC/CC

→ currently, proton scattering only


generated based on CT14HERA2 NNLO PDF fit
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I) Hessian profiling [ePump*] for EIC impacts on PDF errors
ePump: Schmidt, Pumplin, and Yuan; PRD98 (2018) no.9, 094005*

‘CT14H2-DIS’: CT14H2, no fixed-target DIS
‘CT14H2-DIS’ + EIC pseudo-data
CT14H2: fixed-target DIS restored

PRELIMINARY



EIC pseudodata surpasses fixed-target DIS information in modern CT fits



reweighting strongly depends on tolerance def.; CT-like tolerance used here
→ complementary approaches welcome!
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II) visualizing impacts
with PDFSense

CT14HERA2 NNLO

Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 094030

jet data

the PDF sensitivity
(magnitude of PDF
pull of each datum)
Boson prod.
→ measurements
with strong PDF
correlations AND
high precision have
high

HERA
fixed-target



used to identify
high-impact data
for CT18
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CT14HERA2 NNLO


PDFSense quickly
visualizes the pulls of
the EIC pseudodata,
comparing on the
same scale as for the
candidate CT18 exps.



●

an EIC will provide a
sensitive probe to
the gluon
distribution –
especially at low x

these constraints
arise from high
statistics neutral
current data on
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CT14HERA2 NNLO

strong predicted impact
on the Higgs sector





the impact of an
EIC upon the
theoretical
predictions for
inclusive Higgs
production arises
from a very broad
region of the
kinematical space it
can access

impact rather closely
tied to that of the
integrated gluon PDF:
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CT14HERA2 NNLO

this message translates
to PDFs needed for
precision EW physics,
e.g., MW and d(x)



an EIC affords
strong sensitivities
without a nuclear
target; here, at
both very high
and low x

In the LO quark-parton model
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sensitivities can be aggregated for direct comparisons of exps
EIC will be central to PDF-Lattice synergy,

TJH, Wang, Nadolsky, Olness:
Phys. Rev. D100 (2019) 9, 094040

EIC pseudodata
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conclusions, recommendations


EIC will run contemporaneously with HL-LHC; take copious high-precision
DIS data instrumental to improving SM predictions
→ as the only US-based collider for the next ~50 years, must be
considered in Snowmass21
→ strong kinematic complementarity with HL-LHC, LHeC, …
(see talk, F. Olness)



this talk: PDF uncertainties/implications; the full HEP impact of the EIC
program will intersect many areas
→ EF-01/03/04/05/06/07; also Theory, Computation, Accel., …
→ recent meetings have canvassed these issues:
●

LPC Workshop, LHC-EIC Physics Connections,
https://indico.cern.ch/event/853569/

●



EW/BSM Physics at the EIC,

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8110/

the Snowmass21 and EIC Yellow-Report proceedings run in parallel; this can (and
should) be exploited
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supplementary material

sensitivity of CC charm jet production to strange suppression
arXiv: 2006.12520 [hep-ph]




100 fb-1 CC DIS (10M simulated events), at 10x275 GeV (e- on p); Q2 > 100 GeV2
even assuming conservative charm-tagging efficiency, event-level discrimination
potential is substantial, relative to statistical uncertainties
preliminary

-

final-state tagging
will provide a
critical lever arm
for flavor
separation

ESTIMATED χ PULLS FROM EXPTS.
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TJH, Wang, Nadolsky, Olness;
PRD100 (2019) 094040

stronger
(anti-)
correlation

CT14HERA2 NNLO

B.-T. Wang, TJH, S. Doyle, J. Gao, T.-J.
Hou, P. M. Nadolsky, F. I. Olness

Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 094030

Jet Data
(magnitude of PDF
pull of each datum)

●

Boson prod.

HERA
fixed-target

after the
aggregated
HERA data,
inclusive jet
production –
greatest total
sensitivity!

large correlations for
E866, BCDMS, CCFR,
CMS WASY, Z pT and
ttbar production, but
smaller numbers of
highly-sensitive points

LHC Run-1 gluon PDF impact in CT14 → CT18(Z)

Higgs-sensitive
4.2 " region



while LHC Run-1 data drive important PDF improvements, including for the
gluon at high-, low-x, the effect is relatively incremental

Accardi et al., EPJA52, 268 (2016).

an EIC will probe EW parameters
and New Physics!



estimated with
CT14 NNLO



observe a pronounced
sensitivity to the
Weinberg angle,
especially low and
high x, even at

this corresponds closely to
the kinematics at which EIC is
likely to measure
relatively large Q2 and in the x
range

